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Abstract
Objective is to develop a method for calculating the geometry of tangential
discontinuity after triple point of shock waves, that interacts with fan of
refraction waves. The interaction of co-existing isentropic flows in
Prandtl-Meyer’s wave and in the region of quasi-one-dimensional flow limited
by tangential discontinuity is being researched. Based on conditions of
compatibility on a tangential discontinuity, that separates flows behind the main
and reflected shock in triple point, the equation describing the form of
tangential discontinuity has been acquired and parametric analysis of its
solution was carried out. The acquired results can be used in development of
approximate analytical model and theoretical analysis of gas flows inside of
jets, nozzles and canals. For instance calculation of Mach stem in flat
overexpanded jet or supersonic flow onto a wedge of known sizes.
Keywords: Prandtl-Mayer’s wave, supersonic jet, Mach reflection, tangential
discontinuity.
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INTRODUCTION
Aim of the research – development of a method for calculating geometry of tangential
discontinuity behind triple point of shock waves that interact with fan of refraction
waves.
The need to state and solve the problem of combination of stationary supersonic
current and quasi-one-dimensional flow arises during analysis of gas flow with
irregular (Mach) shock waves reflection. For instance, in flat, overexpanded enough
jet (Fig. 1,a) the flow behind major shock j1 (region 1) is usually considered
quasi-one-dimensional [1]-[4]. The analysis of flow in a flat narrowing canal between
two symmetrical wedges (Fig. 1,b) is similar [5]-[7].

a)

b)

Figure 1. To research flows with Mach reflection, the described model can be applied:
a) flat overexpanded jet; b) narrowing canal in between symmetrical wedges.
The analysis of aforementioned flows, usually indicates that due to slight curvature of
reflective shock j2 , the flow behind it (region 2) is almost isentropic.
Comparison of the calculations results based on experimental, numerical, approximate
analytical data of other authors [8]-[11], shows that gas flow behind reflected shock is
described with high accuracy by the ratio on Prandtl-Meyer’s wave with straight
characteristics of first family. Additionally, the Prandtl-Meyer’s flow model (but now
- with straight characteristics of second family) is also applicable to describe the flow
in fan of characteristics 3.
The interaction of fan with tangential discontinuity  is modeled like a reflection of
Prandtl-Meyer’s wave from the edge of quasi-one-dimensional region. If reflected
disturbances are absent then the interaction results in conjugation of different than in
region 2 direction with quasi-one-dimensional canal ( the “virtual nozzle”, Fig.2).
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Figure 2. Virtual nozzle behind Mach stem in flat jet – the region of
quasi-one-dimensional flow.
When solving problems of analytical analysis of gas jets with irregular reflection of
shock waves [4],[12],[13], it is required to calculate the “virtual” nozzle geometry –
region limited by Prandtl-Meyer’s wave arriving on the tangential discontinuity and
plane of symmetry. With known ratios of Prandtl-Meyer and conditions of dynamic
compatibility, describing derivative parameters of the flow [14], solving problem of
conjugation Prandtl-Meyer’s wave with quasi-one-dimensional region, allows to
analytically describe variation of flow parameters of studied wave and acquire data
for solving problem of Prandtl-Meyer’s wave interaction with catching-up shocks [15],
counter shocks [16] and other disturbances.
The position of triple-point and value of Mach stem is chosen based on comparison
between consumption function behind Mach stem and cross-section of a throat of a
virtual nozzle(they has to be equal).
The calculation method of Mach disk, in case of axial symmetry, is described by
different laws [17], based on so-called stationary Mach configuration of shock wave.
The task of engineering triple configuration of shock waves with optimal parameters,
with specific set value of Mach stem, arises during development of detonation engines
[18], especially with stationary or rearward detonation [19].
This work sets and solves the problem of coexistence of two isentropic currents:
quasi-one-dimensional flow and Prandtl-Meyer’s wave, that are separated by
tangential discontinuity. Parameter of conjugated flows are tied by required equality
of pressures on sides of discontinuity. The analysis and classification of results from
conjugation based on parameters of the problem (Mach variables on sides of
discontinuity before interaction, initial incline angle of discontinuity  , value of gas
adiabatic  ). Since quasi-one-dimensional flow can only be conjugated with a wave
that has specific form of flow lines.
The acquired results can be useful for analysis of a number supersonics flows and
verification of calculated data.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL
At the start point O of a studied interaction ( x  0 , Fig. 3,а), there is a tangential
discontinuity  , directed at a negative (Fig. 3,a) or positive

(Fig. 3,б) angle  0 to

horizontal ( y  0 ). Tangential discontinuity can appear due to interaction between
shock waves, that create triple configuration. Discontinuity  separates flow regions
2 and 3.

Figure 3. Schematic of wave conjugation with straight-line characteristic of first (a)
and second (b) family and quasi-one-dimensional region.
It’s assumed that in the top one (with initial Mach number M 20  1 while x  0 at
discontinuity

 ),

the Parndtl-Meyer’s wave

r2

occurs with straight-line

characteristics of first (   1 , Fig. 3,a) or second (   1 , Fig. 3,b) family. It’s also
assumed that for calculating of parameters in region 3 formulas for
quasi-one-dimensional isentropic flow are applicable. Gas flow in area 3 can be
subsonic ( M 30  1 , Fig. 3,a) or supersonic ( M 30  1 , Fig. 3,b).
Requirement for pressure equality on sides of discontinuity  ties Mach numbers:
  M 2    M 20     M 3    M 30  ,
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  1
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– isentropic function of pressure,  –parameter

of gas adiabatic, therefore
1    M 22  1
1    M 32  1



1    M 202  1
1    M 302  1

K

,

(1)

where     1   1 . Also, the Mach number M 2 is dependent on angle  of
discontinuity  :
  0     M 2     M 20   ,

(2)

and Mach number M 3 is bound to it coordinate y  x  , that defines the width of
region 3:
y y0  q  M 30  q  M 3  .

here   M   1  arctan   M 2  1 – Prandtl-Meyer's function, q  M   M    M 

(3)
1 2

– consumption function,   M   1    M 2  1 .
From ratios(1-3) the differential equations follow, that define the form of tangential
discontinuity and variability of Mach numbers M 2  x  and M 3  x  on its sides:
dy
 tan 
dx

,

(4)

 M 32 M 22  1 tan 
d

dx
M 22  M 32  1 y



,



1    M 22  1 tan 
dM 2

,
dx
1    M 2  M 32  1 y





2
2
dM 3 M 3 1    M 3  1 tan 

.
dx
1     M 32  1 y

(5)

(6)

(7)

At fixed values of adiabatic  the solution of equations (4-7) are defined by
parameters   1 , M 20  1 , M 30  0 и 0     2;  2 . The solution of the problem
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is sufficiently defined by form of tangential discontinuity shown on Fig. 3. a-n, for
each diagram the values of M 20 , M 30 ,  are fixe and different values of angle  0 .

DISCUSSION
For start, let’s take a look at the case of simple wave, “induced” by region of
quasi-one-dimensional flow(   1 ) at subsonic ( M 30  1 ) and supersonic ( M 30  1 ) flow
in this region.
If   1 , M 30  1 and 0  0 (Fig. 4,a-b) then from equations (4-7) follows, that in
regions 2 and 3 the flow is decelerated, r2 – compression wave, and convexity of
tangential discontinuity  is facing downwards. Flows in regions 2 and 3 are
decelerate to a value M 2  1 (curves 1-3 Fig. 4.a) or to a limit M 3  0 (curves 1-3 Fig.
4.b), or till discontinuity  rotates at an angle    2 (curves 4-5 Fig. 4.a-b).
The implementation of quasi-one-dimensional flow in the last case is open to a debate.
The result of conjugation of flows is based on value of K. If K  K* ( K*  1 1   
corresponds to M 2  1 и M 3  0 ) then is possible for a flow to be decelerated in
region 2 down to Mach number M 2  1 , if K  K* then flow can decelerated in region
3 to a limit M 3  0 , if K  K* conditions M 2  1 and M 3  0 are applied
simultaneously. Deceleration of the flow to a sonic speed in the upper region of
discontinuity  happens at finitely distant points Ai (Fig. 4,a) If the interaction leads
to infinite expansion of region 3( M 3  0 ), the discontinuity  continues infinitely and
has a slanted asymptote. Angle of slope  fin for discontinuity and the end of
interaction (at points Ai in the first case, and on asymptote – in the second) can be
calculated using general formula:





 fin  0     M 2fin     M 20  , (8)
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where   1 , M 2fin  1 if K  K* , if K  K* value M 2fin  1 is defined by formula(3) if
M 3  M 3fin  0 .

If the value calculated by formula (8) is  fin   2 , then interaction of flows ends not
because of their complete s deceleration, but because of discontinuity’s  rotation to
an angle of  2 (curves 4-5 Fig. 4,a-b). Mach number on this rotated discontinuity
are defined by equations:
0    M 2     M 20     2

on the upper region and (1) for lower region. Further rotation of discontinuity at an
angle of    2 doesn’t have physical sense.
If   1 , M 30  1 and 0  0 (Fig.4, c-d) the both flows accelerate, and wave r2 is a
wave of refraction, flow lines of which(including discontinuity  ) have a convexity
directed upwards. Equations (4-7) allow for two outcomes for interaction. The first
one is acceleration of subsonic flow to a critical speed ( M 3  1 at points Bi Fig. 4,c)
while the region 3 is contracts to a critical width y* . The curvature of discontinuity
 at point Bi is negative and infinite large, the angle of its slope  fin is defined by

formula (8), and it’s Mach number M 2fin on its upper region by formula (1) with
M3  1 .
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Figure 4. Diagram of tangential discontinuity, that separates flows with different
values of its parameters.
If calculated angle of slope is  fin    2 then discontinuity  starts to flow
vertically before the flow in region 3 and reaches critical speed (point Ci Fig. 3c-d).
The final Mach number M 2fin is defined by equation:
0    M 20     M 2     2 and Mach number M 3fin  1 by equation (1).

If   1 , M 30  1 и 0  0 (Fig. 4, e-f) in the region 3 the supersonic flow expands,
and in area 2 refraction wave forms. The discontinuity  has a convexity directed
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upwards and it’s asymptote is horizontal (curves 1-4). Mach number M 2fin and M 3fin
on asymptotic discontinuity are defined by (8) and (1) with  fin  0 .

At high values of M 20 ,  0 , and  fin  0 the equation (8) may not have a real solution.
This means that required angle for rotation of discontinuity  , is bigger that can be
allowed inside of refraction wave r2 . In this case discontinuity  has noty horizontal
but a slanted asymptote (curves 5-6, Fig 4,f), direction of which I defined by formula
(8) with M 2fin   . Mach numbers on the sides of such discontinuity approach infinity.
The solution with slanted asymptote is possible if M 20  2.558 , where Mach number
M 20  2.558 is calculated by formula (8) with 0   2 ,  fin  0 and M 2fin   . At
M 20  2.558 the asymptote of discontinuity  is always horizontal (Fig. 3, e)

In case of   1 , M 30  1 and 0  0 the compression of conjugated flows exists, and
discontinuity  has a convexity directed downwards. It’s also possible for one of the
flow to decelerated to a critical speed or for discontinuity to be rotated in way that it
has horizontal asymptote. If M 20  M 30 , then the flow in region 2 is decelerated (at
point Ei Fig 4, g). Angle of slope  fin of discontinuity at these points is calculated
via (8) with M 2fin  1 . If calculated angle  fin  0 , then flow doesn’t decelerate to a
critical speed, and discontinuity  has horizontal asymptote (curves 4-5 Fig 4, g)
parameters on which are calculated using condition  fin  0

If M 20  M 30 then flow in region 3 can be decelerated to a critical speed (at point Gi
Fig. 4, h). The value of M 2fin above this point is calculated via (1), and angle  fin via
(8). However if calculated value  fin  0 then it means horizontal asymptote.
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The parameter   1 corresponds to a simple Prandtl-Meyer’s wave, that arrives
without reflection on the edge of quasi-one-dimensional subsonic or supersonic flow
region.
If   1 , M 30  1 and 0  0 (Fig. 4, i-j) gas flow in region 2 contracts, and expands
in subsonic region 3. The direction of discontinuity’s convexity  is different. The
interaction occurs before flow’s deceleration in region 2 till M 2fin  1 (if K  K* ) or in
region 3 till limit M 3fin  0 (if K  K* ), or till rotation of discontinuity  to it’s
horizontal asymptote( in both case if the calculated angle via (8)  fin  0 ).
First case corresponds to a stop of interaction at some point on the discontinuity (point
H i , Fig. 4,i), the second corresponds to a slanted(Fig. 4,j), and third to a

horizontal(curves 1-3 Fig.4, i-j) asymptote.
If   1 , M 30  1 and 0  0 (Fig. 4,k) flow in both regions accelerates, and
discontinuity’s  convexity is directed downwards. It’s a special case of a wave
arriving onto the edge of quasi-one-dimensional flow region. Flow acceleration cause
either critical speed in region 3( M 3fin  1 point I i Fig. 4, k) or rotation of discontinuity
to horizontal asymptote (if calculated via (8) angle  fin  0 ). The latter case is show by
curves 3-5.
In case of   1 , M 30  1 and 0  0 there is an expansion of both supersonic
flows(Fig. 4,m). In marginal case of the expansion (curves 1-3), discontinuity 
approaches slanted asymptote, the angle of slope, which is calculated via (8) with
M 2fin   (in

this case the M 3fin   ). The are exceptions from this case when the

calculated angle  fin   2 . This means that discontinuity  rotates to a vertical
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direction (point J i Fig. 4, l). If rlim  M 20    2 then the interaction in question always
leads to a vertical direction.
If   1 , M 30  1 and 0  0 then supersonic flows in regions 2 and 3 contract, and
discontinuity’s  convexity directed upwards (Fig. 3, m-n). Flows can decelerate to
critical speeds ( M 2fin  1 if M 2  M 3 and M 3fin  1 if M 2  M 3 , points Li and N i Fig.
4,н and Fig. 4,о correspondingly). Angle of slope  fin of discontinuity  at the end
of interaction is calculated via (1) and (8). If calculated value is  fin    2 , the
deceleration of one flow doesn’t occur, but discontinuity  rotates to a vertical
direction (point Pi Fig 4, m-n) instead. Mach numbers M 2fin and M 3fin at point Pi
corresponds to supersonic flow
In special case (   0 ) at any value of Mach numbers M 30  0 and M 20  1 there is an
infinitely long coexistence of constant flow regions, separated by tangential
discontinuity.

CONCLUSION
The selection of parameters (Mach numbers and, angle of slope of discontinuity,
parameter for direction of wave and gas adiabatic) clearly define the outcome of
conjugation of two flows and their properties. Results of conjugation are various:
acceleration and deceleration of one or both flows to a maximum, critical, or infinitely
small speed, rotation of tangential discontinuity into vertical position in either
direction, it’s ending at some point or approach to horizontal or slanted asymptote.
Some solutions have a mathematical rather than practical interest. However there is
no problem solutions, during which angle of slope changes it’s operator on any line of
wave flow or direction of convexity. Therefore flow sections, that are actually
described by the given model, shouldn’t change the angle’s operator or direction of
flow lines’ convexity. Hence the important conclusion – for Mach’s stem to exist in
cases shown on Fig. 1, the “virtual nozzle” throat’s cross-section has to be position in
region of fan of characteristics of refraction wave (Fig. 1, 3).
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